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the students were asked to ____their mistakes on the exam paper

and put in their possible corrections. (05/12)A) omit B) extinguish

C) cancel D)erase2. The vision of that big black car hitting the

sidewalk a few feet from us will never be ____ from my memory.

(03/12)A) ejected B) escaped C) erased D) omitted3. The joys of

travel, having long _______ the disabled, are opening up to virtually

anyone who has the means. (97/6)A) omitted B) missed C)

neglected D) discardedRestrain(3次)1. Since our knowledge is ____

none of us can exclude the possibility of being wrong. (05/12)A)

delicate B )restrained C) controlled D) finite2. Although there are

occasional outbreaks of gunfire, we can report that the rebellion has

in the main been ______. (99/6)A) canceled B) destroyed C)

suppressed D) restrained3. His career was not noticeably ______by

the fact that he had never been to college. (98/1)A) prevented B)

restrained C) hindered D) refrainedScan(3次)1. He still ________

the memory of his carefree childhood spent in that small wooden

house of his grandparents. (05/1)A) nourishes B) cherishes C)

fancies D) scans2. The captain __________ the horizon for

approaching ships. (98/1)A) scanned B) scrutinized C) explored D)

swept3. Being somewhat short-sighted, she had the habit of

__________ at people. (97/1)讨论讨论~~~详见分析A) glancing

B) peering C) gazing D) scanningSpecification(3次)1. The



Government’s policies will come under close ____ in the weeks

before the election. (05/12)A) specification B)scrutiny C)

appreciation D)apprehension2. We must look beyond ________

and assumptions and try to discover what is missing.(01/1)A)

justifications B) illusions C) manifestations D) specifications3. The

changing image of the family on television provides ______ into

changing attitudestoward the family in society. (99/1)A) insights B)

presentation C) revelations D) specificationsVoid(3次)1. They’re

going to build a big office block on that ____ piece of land.

(05/12)A) void B) blank C) vacant D)shallow2. Many people think

of deserts as ______ regions, but numerous species of plants

andanimals have adapted to life there. (99/6)A) virgin B) barren C)

void D) wretched3. The original elections were declared ______ by

the former military ruler. (99/1)A) void B) vulgar C) surplus D)

extravagantPrivate(2次)1. He greatly resented the publication of this

book, which he saw as an embarrassing invasion of his

____.(03/9)A) privacy B) morality C) dignity D) secrecy2. Well be

very careful and keep what youve told us strictly________. (02/1)A)

rigorous B) confidential C) private D) mysterious Sheer(2次)1. Out

of _______ revenge, he did his worst to blacken her character and

ruin her reputation. (98/6)A) perfect B) total C) sheer D) integral2.

Your story about the frog turning into a prince is _______nonsense.

(97/6)A) sheer B) shear C) shield D) sheetStationary(2次)1. Many

scientists remain ________ about the value of this research program.

(02/1)A) sceptical B) stationary C) spacious D) specific 2. As an

excellent shooter, Peter practised aiming at both _______ targets and



moving targets. (97/6)A) standing B) stationary C) still D)

stableVacant(2次)1. They’re going to build a big office block on

that ___ piece of land. (05/12)A) void B) blank C) vacant

D)shallow2. Within ten years they have tamed the ____ hill into

green woods. (03/9)A) vacant B) barren C) weird D) wasteful
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